
Best practices:

KISS.  Keep it  simple  stupid.     The KISS concept  is well  accepted by most
users.  Don't  try  to  win  a contest  by having  the least  number  of  features.
Pro/E is a feature  based modeling  system for  a reason.  It's usually  best  to  have many
simple  features rather  than  have a couple of  difficult  ones.
Don't  try  to  create a very complicated  sketch  of  a part,  but  break  it  down to  it's  core
shapes.  I will  rather  work  on a model  that  has 8 simple  features than  to  work  with  one
that  had 2 complex  ones.
 
Draft  and Rounds at the end.  It's widely  accepted  that  Draft  should  come at the end
along  with  rounds.   Draft  must  be created before  rounds  for  obvious  reasons.  The draft
won't  work  if  placed on a surface that  has a round  on it's  edge.  This may be widely
accepted,  but  you must  also be flexible  with  this  rule.   There comes a time where you
must  place a draft  feature early in  the model  or  a round  feature.   This all  depends on the
shape of  the model  and conditions  to  make it  work.   So it's  not  against  the law to  make
exceptions  to any rule.
 
Flex your  features.   Another  good  practice is to  flex  your  sketches to make sure they are
constrained  the way you want  them  and react to  changes as you would  expect.   This is
easily done by using  the drag modify  icon in  sketcher.   Pick some dimensions  and then
select  this  icon.   You can drag the sliders  and see how the sketch  reacts to changes.  Is it
symmetrical?
Does it  cave in  on itself? etc.  A majority  of  problems  with  some models  have to  do with
poorly  constrained  sketches that  don't  accept  change easily.
 
Parent/Child  relationships.   This is a fundamental  that  is not  always understood  at the
correct  level of  competence.  So many users say they understand  what  Parent/Child
relationships  are in Pro/E, but  end up divorcing  the parents  and children  in  the design
process.  It's like  working  with  a divorce court  model,  where everyone grabbed  what  they
think  belongs  to  them and left  their  spouse out  to  dry.  Parents become divorced with
these designers and Children  become Orphans.   Make sure the users understand  that
every constraint  is important  and you need to pay attention  to  what  you reference things
too.   This is one reason rounds  should  be done at the end of  the model.   Rounds look
like  straight  edges when your  modeling  and too  many people  reference the edge of  the
round  instead of the actual  edge.  Another  user makes a change and the model  crashes. 
Resolve mode kicks in  and they see that  a round  failed.   The first  thing  they do is
remove it  and they just  crippled  the entire  model  in the process because the
Parent/Child  relationships  where all  wrong.
 
Resolve Mode.  Master this  process and you will  be a Pro/E guru.   If you Master the
Parent/Child  relationships,  you can almost  predict  when you will  enter  Resolve mode.  
Learn how to work  in resolve mode and it  helps tremendously.”

The response sent  by Garry, in  my opinion,  is excellent.   I would  add/emphasize  that  the
main  (if  not  the ONLY) reason that  we talk  about  "best  modeling  practices" is so future
design  changes can be made quickly  and easily and many times by different  person  than
the original  designer.   My hat  goes off  to whoever wrote  the response that  Garry sent.  
The last  paragraph  is something  that  I understand  and believe and preach to anyone
who will  listen  (indeed,  you can witness it  yourself  at the World User Event in Tampa
next  month.)
 
The one thing  that  I will  add from  my experience in creating  models  that  are robust  and
easy to  work  on is feature naming.   Now, in WF2, we can rename a feature  by simply



double  clicking  the feature  in the tree.  This is simple  and quick  and can save so much
time  working  through  a several hundred  feature  part.   

would  add these advices :
-  try to  avoid  using  generics in  assemblies  and on drawings.   Keep them  as mother  of  its
instances.  Exception  to  this  advice are the sheetmetal  parts  : the flat  is mostly  the
instance, the generic  is mostly  bend.
-  document  your  parts  by naming  your  features (as Nathan emphasizes), or by adding
non- graphical  annotation  features in the model  tree, or by adding  notes to  models  and
features.

Recommended Best Practices in Pro/ENGINEER 2007
 
Always start  with a plan
Before you begin  have a modeling  plan or  strategy in mind.   This plan  should  include the
design  intent  of  the model.   It is not  necessary to  have the plan fully  developed  before
you begin.   It is however very important  to have a plan.   The plan  will  undoubtedly
change as the project  matures.   This is precisely why a preliminary  plan  is so important.  
It will  be very easy to change the wrong  plan into  the right  plan.   It will  be very difficult
to change no plan  into  the right  plan.
 
Create features individually by not creating what  should be multiple  features as
one feature
Example:   When creating  a shaft  with  flanges and grooves create the base shaft  as one
feature  and each flange and groove as separate features. The idea is to  be able to
suppress any combination  of  features.   If the model  is created as one feature  you are
doomed  to  an all  or nothing  scenario.
Example:   Do not  sketch  multiple  closed sections  in  sketcher.   Each closed section
should  be a separate feature.
 
Create only Parent/Child  relationships that  are necessary to the model design
intent
Whenever you create a feature  you should  you MUST be aware of  what you reference to
constrain  that  feature.   This is not  optional.   Whenever you are picking  a reference do so
in a 3- D view.  This will  make it  easier to  see exactly  what  you are picking.   Always keep
an eye on the message window.   The message window  tells  you what  you have picked.
 
Sketcher
1.  Use sketched centerlines and construction  circles to  help  you achieve the desired
dimensioning  scheme.
2. If possible  always use REPLACE (Under Edit); instead of  deleting  a sketched  entity.  
Note even if  you have not  referenced a sketched  entity  that  you want  to  change someone
else (working  in Pro/ASSEMBLY, Pro/PIPING Pro/MANUFACTURE, etc.) might  have a
reference to  that  entity.
Note:  REPLACE will  give the new entity  the same entity  id number  as the old  entity.   This
will  result  in  rerouting  all  the children  of  the old  entity  to  the new entity.
3. Keep the number  of  dimensions  in a section  down  to eight.   If you need more than
eight  use a datum  feature to  help  layout  the feature  first  then  reference the datum
feature  when you are in  sketcher.   This technique  will  result  in  a robust  model  as well  as
eliminate  future  battles  with  the sketcher.
 



Use your Company Standard Layers
In part  mode use default  layers to  automatically  put  various feature types on specified
layers.  
Objects sent  back to  Commonspace need to  have all  the layers blanked  in  order  to  avoid
clutter  of  datums  when large assemblies  are opened.
When importing  models  from  outside  vendors,  these parts  come with  many layers that
are not  your  company standard  and must  be deleted.
 
Checklist  to Good Pro/Engineer  Models:

1. Standard  datums  from  standard  start  models.  
2. Standard  views:(correct  orientation)  
3. Layers: (correctly  shown and blanked  datums  etc.) 
4. Delete suppressed features before  submitting  to  Intralink.  
5. Assign  descriptive  names to  features in the Model  Tree where possible  
6. Proper Units  systems:  (inch/lb /sec)  
7. Similar  features compacted:  (patterned/repeated  features -  grouped) 
8. Geometry  Checks grayed out  
9. Parameters entered 
10. Standard  relations  
11. Input  Correct  Density  or Material  
12. Correct  Part Numbers/Descriptions  
13. Correct  file  location  in  Intralink  database folder  
14. Use fasteners from  your  company Standard  Pro/E Library  

 
Basic guidelines for a good part  model

Features shall  be created such that  another  user can readily  modify  them  at any time.  
This can be accomplished  by:
 

1. Following  the standards  laid  out  in  this  and other  Pro/Engineer  guidelines 
2. Using  the Standard  Start  Parts when beginning  a new part  
3. Consciously  setting  up your  feature  parent /child  relationships  
4. Create a simple  base feature 
5. Create simple  sketches. Don't  sketch  rounds  or fillets  
6. If possible  use default  datums  for  sketcher  view orientation  
7. Don't  add material  to  just  to  cut  it  off  
8. Align  sketches to surfaces whenever possible.  Try not  to  use edges. 
9. If you use the menu "use edge" to  create a sketched entity,  unalign  it  from  the

edge and realign  it  to  a surface 
10. Add and comment  relations  
11. Dimension  the part  as needed in order  to  ease the use of  Show True Dimensions  
12. Create drafts,  rounds  and chamfers  last  

 
Guidelines for  New Drawing Creation
 

1. No errors  upon  regeneration  
2. No erased views in  drawings  
3. Relate draft  entities  to  views, check for  detached text  
4. Make sure views do not  overlap  
5. Use only  named views in  the drawing  created from  datum  planes in the model  
6. Check for  line width  and text  size uniformity  
7. Delete all  unused “set  models”  from  drawing  dataset.  There is no need to  create

extra load.  
8. All  layers need to  be blanked  with  the exception  of  the Notes and Gtol  layers.   



 
Intralink
Always send back your  work  to  Commonspace at the end of the workday. The
Commonspace is backed up by the IS department  on a daily  basis and updated  models
will  be available for  other  team member  to  use. 

Use instances in  assemblies,  never the generic.
Don't  have suppressed features in your  models.
Don't  have suppressed components  in  your  assemblies.
Don't  bury  a feature.
Don't  have a child  of  a chamfer  or round.
Don't  have chamfers or  rounds  early in  your  model  tree.
Be sure your  parts  and assemblies regenerate with  warnings  and errors.

Generic assemblies  are one exception  to  the “Don't  have suppressed components  in  your
assemblies.“  recommendation  that  is often  overlooked.
Generic assemblies should have all non- common components suppressed . That  is,
if  a component  is not  included  in every instance, then it  should  be suppressed in  the
generic.
(You may suppress common  features and components  in  the generic  as well.  Of course if
a feature  or component  is not  included  in any instance, then  it  should  be deleted  from
the generic).
 
The reason for  this  recommendation  is that  when an instance is loaded into  session,
ProE first  loads the generic  into  session  (assuming  instance accelerator  files are not
used). A copy of  the generic  with  the name of  the instance is then  created and
regenerated,  incorporating  the changes required  by the instance.  This means that  if  the
generic requires 5 components,  but  the instance only  requires 3 of  those components,
all  5 components  are actually  required  in  order  to  open the instance and are loaded into
session  (increasing  regeneration  and retrieval  times and memory  requirements).   In
contrast,  by suppressing  the 2 non  common  components  (or even all  5 components)  in
the generic,  then only  the 3 components  included  in  the instance are required  to  open
the instance. The 2 non- required  components  are not  loaded into  memory,  and do not
need to  be in the Workspace. This can have a very big  impact  if  you work  with  very large
assemblies containing  many sub- assembly  instances from  different  generics.  It also
overcomes an Intralink  check- out  issue. With Intralink,  if  you check out  using
dependencies set to  “Required”,  Include Instances unchecked and Include Generics
checked,  then the components  required  by the instance will  get  checked out,  but  any
additional  components  required  by the generic  will  not.  By suppressing  the non-
common  components  in  the generic,  the generic will  not  require  any additional
components  beyond  those required  by the instance, so you should  not  encounter
missing  component  issues when opening  the instance. 
 
If you use this  recommendation,  be aware that  you can’t  be sloppy  with  your  family
table.  That  is, in  order  to  include a component  in  an instance that  is suppressed in  the
generic, you must  be sure that  the parents  of  the component  are included  in  the
instance as well.  This may be a paradigm  shift  for  users who are used to  having
everything  resumed  in the generic  and then excluding  (suppressing)  a parent
component  in  the family  table and having  the children  automatically  suppress with  it
(i.e. resuming  a parent  component  in the family  table will  not  automatically  resume the
children  of  that  component).
 
PS. I have submitted  an enhancement  request  to  PTC to  have ProE automatically
suppress all  features and components  in  the generic  if  the generic is called into  session
merely to  generate an instance (atomically  suppressed components  would  be



automatically  resumed if  the generic  itself  was opened or  included  in  an open assembly).
This would  get  the benefit  of  this  recommended  modeling  practice, without  the reliance
on users following  the recommendation  and would  be totally  transparent  to  the user. If
you support  this  proposal,  please let  PTC know.


